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ABSTRACT
We explore the origin of stellar metallicity gradients in simulated and observed dwarf
galaxies. We use FIRE-2 cosmological baryonic zoom-in simulations of 26 isolated
galaxies as well as existing observational data for 10 Local Group dwarf galaxies. Our
simulated galaxies have stellar masses between 105.5 and 108.6M�. We find that stellar
metallicity gradients are common in our simulations, with central regions tending to
be more metal-rich than the outer parts. The strength of the gradient is correlated
with galaxy-wide median stellar age, such that galaxies with younger stellar popu-
lations have flatter gradients. The strengths of these gradients are set by two com-
peting processes: (1) the steady “puffing” of old, metal-poor stars by feedback-driven
potential fluctuations, and (2) extended, late-time star formation. Late-time star for-
mation tends to be metal rich, so galaxies with significant late-time star formation
will mitigate the gradients formed by the “puffing” process. We use published results
from ten Local Group dwarf galaxies to show that our predicted relationship between
age and stellar metallicity-gradient strength is consistent with existing observations.
This suggests that observed stellar metallicity gradients may be driven largely by the
baryon/feedback cycle rather than by external environmental effects.

Key words: galaxies: dwarf – galaxies: formation – cosmology: theory

1 INTRODUCTION

Dwarf galaxies are critical laboratories for understanding
galaxy assembly over cosmic time. Within the Local Group,
dwarf galaxies can be split into two categories. Dwarf Ir-
regulars (dIrrs) are gas-rich, generally star forming systems
that are commonly found in isolation (Mateo 1998; Mc-
Connachie 2012; Simon 2019). Dwarf Spheroidals (dSphs)
are gas-poor systems that exhibit little to no recent star for-
mation and are, in general, satellites orbiting larger galaxies
(Mateo 1998; Grebel 1999; Wilkinson et al. 2004; Muñoz
et al. 2005, 2006; Walker et al. 2006, 2007; Koch et al. 2007;

? E-mail: mercadf1@uci.edu

Mateo et al. 2008). Whilst dIrr and dSph galaxies are found
in different environments and have some distinct character-
istics, they fall on the same relationship between stellar mass
and average stellar metallicity (Kirby et al. 2013) and follow
similar scaling relations (Tolstoy et al. 2009). Thus, the ex-
tent to which a dwarf galaxy’s current appearance and mor-
phology are affected by external environment, as opposed
to internal processes (such as supernova feedback and gas
cooling), remains an active area of research.

The heavy element content of dwarf galaxies provides
a means to explore feedback processes and metal retention
in systems with relatively shallow potential wells (Dekel &
Silk 1986; Mateo 1998). In particular, dwarf galaxies of-
ten exhibit radial variations in stellar metallicity, with more

© 2020 The Authors
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2 F. J. Mercado et al.

Table 1. Properties of the simulated galaxies at z = 0 used in this work: (1) stellar mass within 10% of the virial radius of the halo,

(2) dark matter halo mass, (3) maximum circular velocity, (4) mean 2D half-mass radius over all viewing angles; (5) lookback time to

the formation of 50% of stars within 10% of the virial radius of the halo; (6) median stellar metallicity gradients over all projections
including the maximum and minimum gradients as error bars. Note that we present the same values for (2), (3), and (4) as Graus et al.

(2019). We present m10xg and m10xh in bold as they are an example of systems with comparable stellar masses but different stellar

metallicity gradients.

Halo Mstar Mhalo Vmax R1/2 t50 γz
Name [M�] [M�] [km s−1] [kpc] [Gyr] [dex/R1/2]

Graus et al. (2019) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

m10xa 7.64 × 107 1.87 × 1010 45.26 2.23 6.08 −0.08+0.07
−0.15

m10xb 3.29 × 107 2.22 × 1010 42.78 1.73 4.23 −0.09+0.04
−0.05

m10xc 1.19 × 108 3.22 × 1010 48.31 2.25 6.55 −0.20+0.03
−0.06

m10xc A 8.46 × 106 8.52 × 109 35.03 1.24 10.89 −0.34+0.05
−0.06

m10xd 6.81 × 107 3.86 × 1010 53.51 2.60 4.04 −0.07+0.02
−0.01

m10xd A 1.44 × 107 2.40 × 1010 38.52 1.38 1.63 0.01+0.04
−0.03

m10xe 3.26 × 108 4.57 × 1010 56.17 2.93 6.13 −0.17+0.02
−0.08

m10xe A 3.64 × 106 1.36 × 1010 35.74 0.90 8.50 −0.32+0.09
−0.10

m10xe B 1.28 × 107 1.12 × 1010 38.15 1.31 8.75 −0.28+0.03
−0.04

m10xe C 1.84 × 107 1.04 × 1010 34.43 2.11 7.08 −0.13+0.05
−0.05

m10xe D 3.61 × 106 8.88 × 109 34.13 2.43 9.62 −0.50+0.07
−0.13

m10xf 1.28 × 108 5.21 × 1010 58.47 2.30 7.38 −0.28+0.01
−0.08

m10xg 4.61 × 108 6.20 × 1010 65.75 2.78 7.59 −0.33+0.04
−0.13

m10xg A 1.88 × 107 1.53 × 1010 40.31 1.51 5.11 −0.13+0.05
−0.10

m10xh 5.40 × 108 7.44 × 1010 68.10 4.15 3.65 −0.03+0.04
−0.06

m10xh A 4.97 × 107 1.47 × 1010 38.80 2.19 5.68 −0.17+0.04
−0.05

m10xi 4.48 × 108 7.58 × 1010 64.35 3.56 6.03 −0.31+0.02
−0.04

Fitts et al. (2017)

m10b 4.65 × 105 9.29 × 109 31.51 0.24 2.54 −0.13+0.10
−0.12

m10c 5.75 × 105 8.92 × 109 31.40 0.25 4.07 −0.23+0.10
−0.12

m10e 1.98 × 106 1.02 × 1010 31.44 0.43 5.63 −0.14+0.05
−0.07

m10f 4.11 × 106 8.56 × 109 35.66 0.52 11.96 −0.59+0.05
−0.06

m10h 7.80 × 106 1.28 × 1010 37.98 0.58 11.64 −0.54+0.04
−0.07

m10j 9.74 × 106 1.10 × 1010 37.98 0.50 11.51 −0.30+0.04
−0.11

m10k 1.04 × 107 1.15 × 1010 38.22 0.85 10.74 −0.33+0.06
−0.10

m10l 1.30 × 107 1.06 × 1010 37.62 0.54 10.76 −0.27+0.04
−0.07

m10m 1.44 × 107 1.15 × 1010 38.51 0.69 9.86 −0.29+0.04
−0.08

metal-poor populations at large galactocentric radii. Such
gradients provide an opportunity to explore relationships
between feedback and dynamical evolution in shaping small
galaxies (Koleva et al. 2011). The strength of the gradient
can vary significantly amongst galaxies with approximately
the same stellar mass (Saviane et al. 2001; Harbeck et al.
2001; Tolstoy et al. 2004; Battaglia et al. 2006, 2011; Kirby
et al. 2010; Koleva et al. 2011; Vargas et al. 2014; Ho et al.
2015; Kacharov et al. 2017). If we can identify systematic

trends underlying these differences, this may provide insight
into their origin.

Recent studies of stellar metallicity gradients in Local
Group dwarf galaxies point to a slight dichotomy in the
strengths of the galaxy gradients, such that (older, more
dispersion-supported) dSphs commonly exhibit stronger
gradients than dIrrs (Leaman et al. 2013; Kacharov et al.
2017). A potential reason for this difference is proposed by
Schroyen et al. (2011), who use idealised dwarf galaxy sim-

MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2020)



Stellar Metallicity Gradients in Dwarf Galaxies 3

ulations to show that systems initialised with higher angu-
lar momentum tend to have weaker gradients. Specifically,
the younger stellar populations formed from enriched gas
with high angular momentum tend to be spatially smoother
(i.e. less radially clustered), flattening those galaxies’ stellar
metallicity gradients. Another internal mechanism that can
possibly play a role in the existence of gradients is the redis-
tribution of material driven by star formation feedback (De
Young & Heckman 1994; El-Badry et al. 2016). A third pro-
cess potentially responsible for affecting a galaxy’s gradient
is ram-pressure stripping of an infalling satellite (important
for LG dSphs). In this scenario, the radial extent of star for-
mation in satellite galaxies is reduced, enriching the central
regions as a result (Mayer et al. 2001, 2007).

In this work we analyse 26 cosmological zoom simu-
lations of isolated dwarf galaxies with stellar masses from
105.5 − 108.6 M� from Graus et al. (2019) and Fitts et al.
(2017), run using GIZMO (Hopkins 2015) with the FIRE-2
feedback implementation (Hopkins et al. 2018). We show
that a range of stellar metallicity gradients arises naturally
in these isolated systems and that the strength of the gradi-
ent correlates with overall galaxy age, such that galaxies that
form a larger fraction of their stars at late cosmic times have
flatter gradients. Gradients arise from the steady redistribu-
tion of old, metal-poor stars from central, feedback-driven
potential fluctuations and can be weakened when late-time
star formation is sourced by recycled (enriched) gas, which
is deposited at larger radii. These trends appear consistent
with what has been observed in Local Group galaxies, with-
out appealing to environmental processes.

This paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we dis-
cuss our simulations. In Section 3 we present stellar metallic-
ity gradient measurements in our simulated sample and show
how gradient strengths increase with galactic ages. Note that
all instances of galaxy age in this paper refer to the look-
back age of the galaxy (i.e. not cosmic age). Finally, in Sec-
tions 4 & 5 we discuss the mechanisms that form and set a
galaxy’s gradient strength and present a qualitative compar-
ison between the gradient-strength-galaxy-age relations for
our simulated sample and 10 Local Group dwarf galaxies.

2 SIMULATIONS

Our simulations employ the gravity+hydrodynamic code
GIZMO (Hopkins 2015) with the Meshless Finite Mass (MFM)
hydrodynamic solver and FIRE-2 (Feedback In Realistic
Environments1) feedback implementation (Hopkins et al.
2018). The MFM solver combines the advantages of tradi-
tional Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) and grid-
based codes; whilst avoiding some of the drawbacks of clas-
sic SPH codes, such as shock-capturing and the treatment
of fluids.

The simulations include gas cooling due to molecu-
lar transitions and metal-line fine structure transitions at
low temperatures whilst cooling at temperatures of ≥ 104K
is due to primordial and metal line cooling. We adopt a
redshift-dependent, ionising UV background model from

1 The FIRE project website: https://fire.northwestern.edu/

Faucher-Giguère et al. (2009). Star formation occurs for self-
shielding, molecular gas that is above a threshold density of
ncrit ≥ 1000 cm−3, self-gravitating, and Jeans unstable (see
Hopkins et al. 2018) for details). Once a star particle is
formed, it is treated as a single stellar population with a
Kroupa initial mass function (Kroupa 2002) and a mass and
metallicity inherited from its progenitor gas particle. The
total metallicity along with eleven chemical species (H, He,
C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ca, Fe) are tracked for each gas and
star particle – of which Fe and H are the most relevant to
this work. Feedback mechanisms include supernovae (Ia &
II), stellar mass-loss due to fast and slow winds (from OB-
stars and AGB-stars, respectively), photo-ionisation/electric
heating, and radiation pressure. The ensuing feedback quan-
tities are calculated from stellar population models (Lei-
therer et al. 1999, STARBURST99). Sub-grid metal diffu-
sion is implemented to account for the turbulent eddies be-
tween gas particles in a turbulent ISM. Without such an
implementation the metals assigned to a given gas particle
would remain locked in with that particle throughout time,
not allowing for proper enrichment. Whilst this does not af-
fect the mean metallicity of a galaxy, this implementation
has been shown to produce more realistic metallicity dis-
tribution functions in simulated low mass galaxies (Escala
et al. 2018).

Graus et al. (2019) and in Fitts et al. (2017) were the
first to present the galaxies analysed in this work. We present
a summary of their properties in Table 1. The Graus et al.
(2019) galaxies (m10xa-i) consist of galaxies with Mvir '
1010 M� – 1011 M� and stellar masses between 107 M� and
109 M�. These simulations were run with a dark matter
particle mass of mdm = 20000 M� and an initial gas particle
mass of mg = 4000 M�. The Fitts et al. (2017) galaxies

(m10b-m) consist of lower mass galaxies with Mvir ' 1010

M� and stellar masses between 105 M� and 107 M�. These
simulations were run with dark matter particle masses of
mdm = 2500 M� and gas particles with an initial particle
mass of mg = 500 M�. Finally, Graus et al. (2019) adopts

the cosmological parameters: H0 = 70.2 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm
= 0.272, Ωb = 0.0455, ΩΛ = 0.728, whilst the Fitts et al.
(2017) simulations were run with a slightly different set of
cosmological parameters: H0 = 71.0 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm =
0.266, Ωb = 0.044, ΩΛ = 0.734.

3 RESULTS: AGE AND STELLAR
METALLICITY GRADIENTS

Figure 1 presents two representative stellar metallicity gra-
dients from the simulated sample: m10xh (left; weak gradi-
ent) and m10xg (right; strong gradient)2. Whilst the galaxies
have comparable stellar masses and similar mean metallici-
ties, they have markedly different radial variations in stellar
[Fe/H]. Each panel shows the iron abundance profile mea-
sured in annular bins of 2D projected radius R. The solid
lines show the median metallicity measured at a given ra-
dius over 100 random viewing angles. The shaded region
represents the full range of median stellar metallicity at a
given radius over all viewing angles. The dashed line shows

2 We embolden the names of these two galaxies in Table 1.

MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2020)
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4 F. J. Mercado et al.

Figure 1. — Two example gradients. Median stellar iron abundance as a function of projected 2D radius R for two example galaxies,
one with a weak stellar metallicity gradient (m10xh; left) and one with a strong gradient (m10xg; right). Each panel shows information

measured over 100 random viewing angles. The solid line represents the median metallicity at a given radius over all projections, whilst

the shaded region spans the full range of median metallicities measured at a given radius over all projections. The dashed line represents
the least squares fit to the solid line and its slope is taken to be the galaxy’s stellar median metallicity gradient (γz ; value shown in the

lower left). These galaxies were chosen to represent the range of gradient strengths within our sample.

a least-squares fit to the solid line and its slope is taken to
be the galaxy’s metallicity gradient, γz . The gradients are
normalised by the mean 2D half-mass radius over all projec-
tions and thus have units of dex per R1/2. The plot shows
a clear radial variation in the metallicity of the galaxy such
that the inner (outer) regions of the galaxy are primarily
populated by stars of higher (lower) metallicity.

We list the projected stellar metallicity gradients for all
galaxies in our sample in Table 1. The majority of these
galaxies have clear negative gradients with more metal-rich
stars residing in the centers of the galaxies and more metal-
poor stars occupying the outer regions. Graus et al. (2019)
finds similar (also negative) gradients in the ages of the stel-
lar populations of the galaxies in this sample. The significant
variation in γz from galaxy to galaxy motivates us to seek
correlations in this variable with other galaxy properties. As
we show in the Appendix, we find that γz is largely inde-
pendent of halo mass, galaxy mass, and galaxy size. How-
ever, we find a strong correlation with galaxy age (as well
as age gradient). Finally, we find no clear correlation be-
tween a galaxy’s gradient strength and the its v/σ value.
This is in contradiction with results from Schroyen et al.
(2011) that suggest that rotaion-supported galaxies tend to
exhibit stronger stellar metallicity gradients – though it is
important to note that the simulated galaxies in our sample
have, overall, lower values of v/σ than the galaxies consid-
ered in Schroyen et al. (2011).

Figure 2 depicts a relationship between metallicity
gradient-strength and galactic age in two ways. On the left
the gradients, γz , are depicted as a function of t50 – the
fiftieth percentile age of the stars in a given galaxy, i.e. the

median age. Our sample follows the following relationship:

γ(t50) = −0.036t50 + 0.049, (1)

with the slope and y-intercept having errors of ±0.005 and
±0.035, respectively. We provide the calculated spearman
coefficient, rs, as a measure of how well the two variables
are correlated. On the right we show the mean stellar iron
abundance as a function of projected radius (as in Figure 1)
for every simulated galaxy in our sample, colour-coded by
the galaxy’s median stellar age (i.e. lookback age). The pro-
files are normalised by the metallicity at the centre of each
galaxy. Yellow and purple represent older and younger stel-
lar populations, respectively. We use the profile data within
2R1/2 to calculate the stellar metallicity gradients. Thus, the
parts of the profiles that extend into the grey shaded region
are excluded. In general, the galaxies that form their stars
earlier tend to have stronger stellar metillicity gradients. We
explore correlations with other measures of galaxy age (90th
percentile age, 25th percentile age, etc.) and find the correla-
tion is strongest when using the stellar component’s median
age.

Graus et al. (2019) find a similar relationship for age
gradients as a function of galaxy age. We find that metal-
licity gradients appear to correlate even more tightly with
galaxy age than do age gradients. This suggests that stellar
metallicities can serve as a better ”internal dynamical clock”
for galaxy gradients than do absolute age gradients.

MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2020)



Stellar Metallicity Gradients in Dwarf Galaxies 5

Figure 2. — The simulated gradient-strength-galaxy-age relationship. A correlation between galactic age and stellar metallicity

gradient strength in simulated galaxies. Left: Stellar metallicity gradient strength for each galaxy versus median age of stars in that
galaxy (t50). The error bars correspond to the range of metallicity gradient strengths measured over 100 random viewing angles. The

black dashed line represents the least squares fit to the relationship (presented at the top right). The slope and y-intercept of the fit

are −0.036 ± 0.005 and 0.049 ± 0.035, respectively. At the bottom right, we provide the spearman coefficient (rs = −0.87) calculated
for this relationship. Right: Median iron abundance (measured over all projections) for each galaxy plotted as a function of projected

radius in units of the 2D half-mass radius. The profiles are normalised by the metallicity at the centre of each galaxy and are coloured

corresponding to their t50 values, with yellow representing earlier star formation times (older galaxies) and purple representing more
recent star formation times (younger galaxies). We use the profile data within 2R1/2 to calculate the gradient strengths and thus exclude

the part of the profiles that extend into the shaded region. In both panels older galaxies tend to have steeper gradients.

4 ORIGIN OF STELLAR METALLICITY
GRADIENTS

Dynamical heating associated with stellar feedback appears
to play an important role in creating the gradients we see
in our simulated galaxies. Note that star formation in FIRE
dwarf galaxies is particularly time-variable throughout cos-
mic time (Sparre et al. 2017; Faucher-Giguère 2018; Flores
Velázquez et al. 2020). El-Badry et al. (2016) use a sepa-
rate suite of FIRE simulations to explore the role of stel-
lar feedback on radial migration of stars. They find that
older stars generally experience more outward migration
than their younger counterparts. Repeated bursts of star
formation throughout a galaxy’s lifetime create gravitational
interactions that systematically drive stars towards more ex-
tended orbits (see Figures 4 & 5 of El-Badry et al. 2016).
This results in a scenario in which stars that live through
more “puffing cycles” will have migrated more, on average,
than younger stars that live through fewer cycles. We note
that the effects of bursty stellar feedback on stellar distri-
butions is analogous to the effects of stellar feedback on the
dark matter distribution in halo centres (Pontzen & Gover-
nato 2012; Oñorbe et al. 2015; Chan et al. 2015).

The top panels of Figure 3 illustrate the process of
stellar migration. We show the change in each star parti-
cle’s radial position since its birth (∆r = rnow − rbirth), nor-
malised by the galaxy 3D half-mass radius today, r1/2, as
a function of that star’s age. Positive values of ∆r indicate
that the star has moved outward. The left and right pan-
els show the same information for the same weak-gradient

example (m10xh) and strong-gradient example (m10xg) re-
spectively (as in Figure 1). Points are colour-coded by the
iron-to-hydrogen abundance ratio assigned to that particle,
normalised by the average [Fe/H] of the galaxy. In both the
weak-gradient and strong-gradient galaxies, the oldest, most
metal-poor stars tend to migrate outward, more than their
younger, more metal-rich counterparts. The difference be-
tween the two galaxies is in the younger, more metal-rich
population. The galaxy with the weaker gradient (left) has a
significant amount of late-time, metal-rich star formation oc-
curring at large radii, whilst the strong-gradient case (right)
has all the new star formation confined to a small radii. Note
that there are features at ∼6 Gyr (left panel) and ∼10 Gyr
(right panel) indicative of mergers (large negative values of
∆r). Whilst there is a possibility for a galaxy’s gradient to be
altered by merger processes – through the deposition of old,
metal-poor stars onto a galaxy’s outskirts – this does not
seem to be the case for the galaxies in our sample. For the
galaxies in our sample, the fraction of mass in stars that
is acquired through mergers is negligible and distributed
throughout the whole galaxy and thus will play, at best, a
minor role in changing the galaxy’s stellar metallicity gradi-
ent (Fitts et al. 2018; Graus et al. 2019). This is in line with
results from recent investigations that suggest that morpho-
logical disturbances in dwarf galaxies are seldom driven by
mergers (Martin et al. 2020).

The bottom panels of Figure 3 provide a complementary
picture. The vertical axis displays the ratio of a star’s birth
radius to the current half-mass radius versus stellar age and
colour-coded by metallicity. One important takeaway from

MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2020)



6 F. J. Mercado et al.

Figure 3. — Stellar radial migration and birth radius versus stellar age. Radial migration of stellar populations with age for
the same weak-gradient (left) and strong-gradient (right) examples as in Figure 1. We colour star particles by their iron-to-hydrogen
abundance ratio normalised with respect to the galaxy average. Top panels: net change in stellar particle radial position since its birth
(∆r = rnow − rbirth) in units of r1/2, versus age. The horizontal black line corresponds to no net radial migration. Points above the line have

migrated outward. In general, the older (more metal-poor) star particles experience more outward migration than their younger (more
metal-rich) counterparts. This is true for both the weak-gradient and strong-gradient examples. Bottom panels: the birth radius of each

star particle in units of the galaxy’s r1/2 versus age. Whilst both examples show a trend between radial migration and stellar age, the
weak gradient case experiences more radially extended late-time star formation, which acts to flatten the gradient. Note that the features

at ∼6 Gyr (left) and ∼10 Gyr (right) that trail downward in the top panels and upward in the bottom panels are mergers. We find that
mergers play at best a secondary role in shaping metallicity gradients.

MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2020)



Stellar Metallicity Gradients in Dwarf Galaxies 7

Figure 4. — Stellar population migration versus stellar age.
The migration of stars, ∆ r , in units of the 3D half-mass radius as

a function of stellar age for the simulated galaxies in the Graus

et al. (2019) sample. We divided the sample into galaxies with
strong gradients (γz < −0.165 dex/R1/2) and galaxies with weak

gradients (γz > −0.165 dex/R1/2), where −0.165 dex/R1/2 is the

median value of γz . The shaded regions represent the 68th per-
centile spread of the data. It is clear that older stars have, in

general, migrated farther out than their younger counterparts in

the entire simulation sample, regardless of the galaxy’s gradient
strength.

these panels is that the particles in the same age bin indicate
no clear radial metallicity gradient. This implies that there
was no radial variation in the metallicity of the cold, dense,
and self-gravitating gas making stars at any given time. This
rules out the possibility of a pre-existent gas-phase gradient
ultimately driving the global stellar metallicity gradient we
witness at late times. This is consistent with results from
Escala et al. (2018) which show that FIRE-2 dwarf galaxies
have ISMs that are well mixed at any given time. Second,
in the weaker gradient case (left), late-time star formation
is occurring at much larger radii than early star formation.
This allows the formation of metal-rich stars at large radii,
which mitigates the effect of migration of metal-poor stars
from feedback puffing. The strong-gradient galaxy (right)
lacks late-time extended star formation, which preserves the
gradient established by migration of old stars.

Figure 4 shows the change in each star particle’s radial
position since its birth (∆r = rnow − rbirth) for all galaxies
in the Graus et al. (2019) sample, normalised by the 3D
half-mass radius today, r1/2, as a function of that star’s

age3. We divide the galaxies in two groups: strong gra-

3 Only the Graus et al. (2019) galaxies were used in this figure
(as well as Figure 6) because only the z = 0 snapshots of the

Fitts et al. (2017) sample were saved. We do not expect there
to be much difference in the Fitts et al. (2017) sample as they
span the same range of metallicity gradients and lie on the same

gradient-strength-galaxy-age relationship.

Figure 5. — Gradient strength versus young stellar popula-
tion size. The stellar metallicity gradient strength as a function

of median radial position (in units of r1/2) of the star particles

younger than 4 Gyrs old within 4r1/2 of their respective galaxy.
There is a correlation (rs = 0.86) in which galaxies with stronger

gradients have a young stellar population that is more centrally

concentrated than the young stellar populations of galaxies with
weaker gradients.

dients (γz < −0.165 dex/R1/2, cyan) and weak gradients
(γz > −0.165 dex/R1/2, magenta) where −0.165 dex/R1/2 is
the median value of γz for the sample. The solid lines show
the median value of ∆ r/r1/2 in a given stellar age bin for
the galaxies in a given group. The shaded regions represent
the 68th percentile spread about the median. It is clear that
regardless of a galaxy’s gradient strength at z = 0, older,
more metal-poor star particles migrate farther out than
their younger, more metal-rich counterparts. This suggests
that the difference between weak and strong gradient galax-
ies must be connected to how the young, metal-rich stars are
distributed, rather than differences in the migration of old,
metal-poor stars.

In Figure 5 we illustrate the systematic role of late-
time star formation in flattening gradients. Here we show
the z = 0 stellar metallicity gradients for our full sample
versus the ratio of ryoung

1/2 to r1/2, where ryoung
1/2 is defined by

the median 3D radial position of stars born within the last
4 Gyrs. We include every star within 4r1/2 to capture the
region in which most star formation is happening. There is
a clear relationship (rs = 0.86) between a galaxy’s gradi-
ent strength and the radius of recent star formation. Galax-
ies with weaker gradients have more extended young stellar
populations, whilst galaxies with stronger gradients have re-
cent star formation confined to the centre. This suggests that
metallicity gradients are flattened in galaxies that undergo
radially extended, late-time star formation.

Figure 6 demonstrates that galaxies with strong gradi-
ents (cyan) tend to have their sizes set earlier (left) and un-
dergo more gas accretion early (right) than do galaxies with
weak gradients (magenta). In the left panel we are plotting
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Figure 6. — The size evolution and gas accretion history of our simulated galaxies. Two factors that likely contribute to setting

the strength of a galaxy’s gradient. Left: The half-mass radius value at a given time normalised by the half-mass radius today as a
function of lookback time. Right: The gas mass accretion rate at a given time, normalised by the time averaged gas mass accretion rate

in a given galaxy, versus lookback time. The data are split into two categories – galaxies with strong gradients (cyan) and galaxies with

weak gradients (magenta). The shaded regions represent the 68th percentile spread of the simulated data. Galaxies with strong gradients
tend to set their size and experience more gas accretion earlier on than do galaxies with weak gradients.

the stellar half-mass radius of the main progenitor of each
galaxy, normalised by the half mass radius today, as a func-
tion of lookback time. As in Figure 4, we divide galaxies
into strong and weak gradient samples based on their z = 0
gradients. The solid lines show the median relation for galax-
ies in each sample. The shaded regions represent the 68th
percentile spread over the sample.

The solid lines in the right-hand panel of figure 6 show
the median gas mass accretion rate for all galaxies nor-
malised by the galaxy’s time-averaged gas mass accretion
rate. The shaded regions represent the 68th percentile spread
over the sample. We compute the gas mass accretion rate
within 0.1Rvir using the following formula (Faucher-Giguère
et al. 2011; Muratov et al. 2015):

ÛMacc =
∂M
∂t
=

∑
vrad mp

0.1Rvir
, (2)

where vrad and mp are the radial velocities and masses of
individual gas particles, respectively, and Rvir is the virial
radius. Note that we assume that gas particles with vrad < 0
are being accreted onto the galaxy.

We see that galaxies that end up with weaker gradients
grow steadily over cosmic time and experience significant
cold gas accretion in the past 4-6 Gyrs. On the other hand,
galaxies with stronger gradients set their sizes and accrete
gas earlier than their weak-gradient counterparts.

Figures 4-6 together with previous work by El-Badry
et al. (2016) motivate the following explanation for the trend
we see between metallicity gradient strength and galaxy age
(illustrated in Figure 7): negative metallicity gradients in the
FIRE-2 simulations are driven in dwarf galaxies by periodic
feedback events that steadily puff older stars outward over
time. Younger stars experience fewer feedback cycles and

therefore are puffed outward less. Some galaxies experience
significant gas accretion at late times, and this acts to flatten
gradients. The late-time accretion is metal-enriched, tends
to be deposited at larger radii because it has higher angular
momentum (Stewart et al. 2013; El-Badry et al. 2018; Grand
et al. 2019), and provides fuel for younger, radially-extended,
metal-rich star formation. Previous analyses of FIRE sim-
ulations find that the re-accretion of gas previously ejected
in galactic winds dominates late-time accretion, especially
at the dwarf mass scale (Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2017). Other
galaxies experience earlier accretion of lower angular mo-
mentum gas, so they preserve steeper gradients driven by
feedback puffing. The tendency for late-time gas accretion
to flatten gradients is also seen in Milky-Way scale simula-
tions by Grand et al. (2019).

5 OBSERVATIONAL COMPARISON

For our comparison with observations we use the results of
Leaman et al. (2013) and Kacharov et al. (2017) to compile
stellar metallicity gradient information for a total of 10 Lo-
cal Group dwarfs. We then use t50 values determined from
the star formation histories created in Weisz et al. (2014a,b),
and Bettinelli et al. (2018). Table 2 summarises the t50 val-
ues, gradient strengths, γz , and the effective radii taken from
McConnachie (2012), Munoz et al. (2018), and Simon (2019)
– for the ten galaxies we analyse. Note that the observed
galaxies’ gradient strengths and associated errors are deter-
mined by bootstrapped sampling the observed profile data.
The quoted error in the gradient strengths represent the 1σ
spread about the average. We define γz the same way we
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Figure 7. — The formation and evolution of stellar metallicity gradients. Negative stellar metallicity gradients in most FIRE-2
dwarf galaxies are formed as a result of periodic feedback events that preferentially puff older, more metal-poor stellar populations

(red-shaded circles) outward. Younger, more metal-rich stellar populations (blue-shaded circles) live through fewer of these cycles and
are puffed less. Subsequently, a galaxy’s gradient strength can be set during one of two scenarios: (a) some galaxies tend to set their sizes

and experience more gas accretion earlier on than do their weak-gradient counterparts. This serves to preserve strong, negative, stellar
metallicity gradients. On the other hand, (b) some galaxies tend to grow steadily over time and experience significant gas accretion at
late times. This gas is pre-enriched and tends to settle at large radius. This drives extended, late time star formation that is relatively

metal rich and this that works to weaken/flatten existing stellar metallicity gradients.

have defined it in our simulated measurements, using the
slope of a least-squares fit from R = 0 to R = 2Re.

The left panel of Figure 8 compares the simulated and
observed gradient-strength-galaxy-age relationship. Purple
circles show simulated galaxies, whilst pastel-coloured trian-
gles represent observed Local Group galaxies (galaxy names
indicated). On the right, we present the mean metallicity
profiles of the observed galaxies as a function of projected
radius in units of Re. As in Figure 2, which shows the same
for our simulated galaxies, we normalise the metallicity pro-
files to the values at the centre of each galaxy. The solid lines

depict the average metallicity at a given radius. The colour
corresponds to each galaxy’s median age, as indicated by the
colour bar. The grey bands represent the 1σ uncertainty of
the running average stellar metallicity (calculated by Lea-
man et al. 2013).

Similarly to the simulated galaxy sample, the observed
galaxy sample follows a gradient-strength-galaxy-age rela-
tionship such that galaxies with older (younger) stellar pop-
ulations tend to have stronger (weaker) stellar metallic-
ity gradients. This is intriguing because most of the ob-
served galaxies on this figure are satellites of the Milky Way,
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Figure 8. — An observed gradient-strength-galaxy-age relationship. A comparison between the simulated and observed gradient-

strength-galaxy-age relationships. Left: Gradient strength versus median stellar age (t50) of both the simulated (purple circles) and
observed (pastel triangles) galaxy samples. The black, dashed line represents the least squares fit to the relationship followed by the

simulated galaxy sample. The corresponding fit is shown at the top left. Right: The average iron abundance for each observed galaxy as

a function of projected radius in units of the effective radius. The right panel can be compared to the theoretical models in Figure 2,
where we also normalise the profiles to the metallicity at the centre of each galaxy and colour-coded by t50 values. The shaded bands

represent the 1σ uncertainty in the running averages. Similarly to the simulated sample we use the stellar metallicty data within 2Re to

determine the metallicity gradeint strength and thus exclude the data that extends into the shaded region.

Table 2. Properties of 10 observed Local Group galaxies: (1)
lookback time to the formation of 50% of stars determined from

published SFHs (Weisz et al. 2014a,b; Bettinelli et al. 2018), (2)

calculated stellar metallicity gradients including error bars, (3)
galaxy effective radius

Galaxy t50 γz Re

Name [Gyr] [dex/R1/2] [kpc]

MW Dwarfs (1) (2) (3)

WLM 2.28 -0.11 ± 0.12 2.111
SMC 3.21 -0.13 ± 0.07 1.106

LMC 4.68 -0.15 ± 0.04 2.697

Carina 4.99 -0.16 ± 0.05 0.311
Leo I 5.22 -0.15 ± 0.02 0.270

Fornax 7.40 -0.21 ± 0.03 0.792

Leo II 8.54 -0.18 ± 0.06 0.171
Phoenix 10.48 -0.30 ± 0.02 0.454

Sculptor 11.95 -0.33 ± 0.06 0.279

Sextans 12.64 -0.16 ± 0.07 0.456

whilst our simulations are of isolated systems. This suggests
that internal star formation processes play a dominant role
in creating stellar metallicity gradients with a diversity of
strengths – thus implying that dynamical/environmental ef-
fects, such as ram pressure stripping, play a more limited,
secondary role in shaping metallicity gradients by limiting
late-time gas accretion, thereby preventing the flattening ef-
fect we see in our youngest galaxies (see previous section).
We note that whilst we use the effective radius, Re, to quan-
tify the observed galaxies’ gradient strengths – as opposed
to the mean 2D projected half-mass radius, R1/2, in their

simulated counterparts – both samples follow a remarkably
similar gradient-strength-galaxy-age relationship.

One clear outlier in the left panel of Figure 8 is Sextans
(pink triangle). This galaxy has a fairly flat gradient com-
pared to simulated galaxies of similar (old) age. The metal-
licity profile of Sextans is somewhat unusual, as can be seen
by the yellow line in the right panel with a fairly flat slope
out to 1.5Re accompanied by a steep gradient beyond that.
In keeping with the γz definition used elsewhere, we have
defined it using the slope out to 2Re, but had we defined it
out to larger radii we would have measured a steeper slope,
more in line with the global trend.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we examine 26 simulated dwarf galaxies using
FIRE-2 physics (Hopkins et al. 2018) to explore the ori-
gin and nature of radial, stellar metallicity gradients. The
galaxies have stellar masses between 105.5 and 108.6M� and
Mvir ' 1010M� – 1011M�. Most of the galaxies in this sample
exhibit negative stellar metallicity gradients, with interiors
more metal-rich than the outskirts. We predict a correlation
between the stellar metallicity gradient strength and over-
all galaxy age, as measured by the median stellar age of the
galaxy at z = 0: γ(t50) = −0.036t50+0.049. Older galaxies tend
to have stronger gradients. Graus et al. (2019) finds a corre-
lation between galaxy age and age gradient using the same
galaxy sample. whilst these galaxies exhibit negative stel-
lar metallicity gradients, it is important to note that these
galaxies have well mixed gas-phase metallicities (and thus,
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do not exhibit a gas-phase gradient) at any given point in
time (Ma et al. 2017; Escala et al. 2018).

By studying the evolution of stars and gas with time
in these systems, we conclude that strong negative stellar
metallicity gradients arise from the steady “puffing” effects
of feedback, which tend to drive the oldest, most metal-
poor stars outward over time (Figure 4). This mechanism,
detailed by El-Badry et al. (2016), is a result of stars gravi-
tationally reacting to gas outflows occurring in conjunction
with repeated starburst events. Although feedback puffing
appears to be a universal feature amongst our galaxies, there
is a fair amount of variance in the level of late-time gas ac-
cretion. Recent accretion tends to flatten out gradients. This
is because gas that is deposited at late times tends to be re-
cycled and enriched (Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2017). It is also
deposited at larger galactocentric radii. The subsequent star
formation episodes give rise to an extended, metal-rich stel-
lar population, washing out any previous gradient set by the
radial migration outward of old, metal-poor stars.

Using published data from 10 Local Group dwarfs (Lea-
man et al. 2013; Kacharov et al. 2017), we show that they
do appear to follow the gradient-strength-galaxy-age rela-
tionship predicted by our simulations (Figure 8). This sug-
gests that stellar metallicity gradients in real galaxies may be
largely governed by a competition between feedback-puffing
of old/metal-poor stars and late-time star formation from
recently accreted recycled/metal-enriched gas. We conclude
that our prediction that dwarf galaxy stellar metallicity gra-
dient strength should correlate with galaxy age is consistent
with current observations. This suggests that internal feed-
back mechanisms and associated baryon-cycle enrichment
may play the dominant role in driving stellar metallicity
gradients in dwarf galaxies rather than environmental fac-
tors.

Future work exploring the existence and strength of any
age/gradient relationships in other simulation codes may
provide an avenue for testing feedback models. Similarly,
larger, more complete observational samples from future
telescopes like WFIRST and JWST may enable more de-
tailed and quantitative comparisons.
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APPENDIX A: ANCILLARY RESULTS

Figure A1 depicts the relationship (or lack thereof) between
the stellar metallicity gradients of the galaxies in our sam-
ple and other galaxy properties. The top left panel shows the
relationship between the metallicity gradients calculated in
this work and the age gradients calculated in Graus et al.

(2019). As expected, due to the stellar age-metallicity rela-
tion, there is a positive correlation between metallicity gradi-
ents and age gradients such that galaxies with strong/weak
metallicity gradients also tend to have strong/weak age gra-
dients.

Recent studies have indicated that, within the Local
Group, rotation-supported dIrrs exhibit weaker gradients
whilst dispersion-supported dSphs exhibit stronger gradi-
ents. This suggests that a galaxy’s gradient strength is some-
how tied to it’s v/σ value (Schroyen et al. 2011; Leaman
et al. 2013; Kacharov et al. 2017). The top right panel shows
that within our simulated sample there is no correlation be-
tween the two. However, it is important to note that most
observed dIrrs are more rotation-supported than the simu-
lated galaxies in our sample. The next four panels illustrate
that the metallicity gradients in our sample are independent
of stellar mass, halo mass, Vmax, and half-mass radius.
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Figure A1. — Stellar metallicity gradient strength versus several galaxy properties. We test the relationships between the

galaxies’ stellar metallicity gradient strengths and their: age gradient strength (γ50, as presented Graus et al. 2019), v/σ, stellar and
dark matter halo mass, median [Fe/H], and half mean, projected 2D half-mass radius over 100 random projections, R1/2. We provide the
spearman coefficients, rs , at the top left of each panel as a measure of how well each relationship is correlated.
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